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We compare the dark current-voltage 共IV兲 characteristics of three different thin-film solar cell types:
hydrogenated amorphous silicon 共a-Si:H兲 p-i-n cells, organic bulk heterojunction 共BHJ兲 cells, and
Cu共In, Ga兲Se2 共CIGS兲 cells. All three device types exhibit a significant shunt leakage current at low
forward bias 共V ⬍ ⬃ 0.4兲 and reverse bias, which cannot be explained by the classical solar cell
diode model. This parasitic shunt current exhibits non-Ohmic behavior, as opposed to the traditional
constant shunt resistance model for photovoltaics. We show here that this shunt leakage 共Ish兲, across
all three solar cell types considered, is characterized by the following common phenomenological
features: 共a兲 voltage symmetry about V = 0, 共b兲 nonlinear 共power law兲 voltage dependence, and 共c兲
extremely weak temperature dependence. Based on this analysis, we provide a simple method of
subtracting this shunt current component from the measured data and discuss its implications on
dark IV parameter extraction. We propose a space charge limited 共SCL兲 current model for capturing
all these features of the shunt leakage in a consistent framework and discuss possible physical origin
of the parasitic paths responsible for this shunt current mechanism. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3518509兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Thin-film photovoltaic technologies are considered
promising alternatives to conventional crystalline solar cells
due to their significantly lower manufacturing and installation costs, materials versatility, and mechanical flexibility.1–3
Consequently, a wide variety of these technologies, including
amorphous and microcrystalline silicon 共a-Si: H / c-Si: H兲,4
cadmium telluride 共CdTe兲, copper indium gallium diselenide
共CIGS兲,5 and organic photovoltaics 共OPVs兲,6 are being developed and commercialized. These developments have necessitated a better understanding of thin film solar cell device
physics, including important module performance variability
issues. Such performance variability not only affects the
yield in production, but also dictates what proportion of the
single cell efficiency is ultimately translated into module
efficiency.5
One such key issue affecting performance consistency
for large area thin-film solar cells is an excess variable dark
leakage current at low biases, commonly referred to as shunt
leakage current 共Ish兲.7–11 As shown in the schematic of Fig.
1共a兲, when this shunt leakage is sufficiently high, it can reduce the fill factor significantly, in turn adversely affecting
the cell efficiency. Also, the magnitude of this leakage current is known to vary significantly and unpredictably from
a兲
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one cell to the other, even when the cells are fabricated under
nominally identical conditions.7,8,12 This variation in shunt
leakage magnitude introduces another problem at the module
level, where many identical cells must be connected in series
to increase the output voltage. However, the variation in
shunt current magnitude from cell to cell makes it difficult to
predict the final panel output characteristics. This directly
affects the panel yield which is becoming increasingly important as more thin film technologies are being developed
and manufactured. Therefore, to address the problems introduced by this leakage current, it is crucial to understand the
underlying factors affecting its magnitude and variability.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Schematic showing the effect of increasing shunt
leakage current on the output characteristics of the solar cell, obtained from
the standard equivalent circuit picture. 共b兲 Commonly used equivalent circuit model for solar cells, where photocurrent is represented as an ideal
current source I ph, the exponential device dark current as a diode current Id,
with a series resistance Rs. The shunt leakage Ish is often assumed Ohmic,
and represented by a parallel shunt resistance Rsh
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Shunt leakage currents have been discussed widely in
literature for a range of different thin-film solar cell types,
and a variety of explanations and models have been proposed. In terms of the electrical characteristics, shunt currents have been typically considered to be Ohmic in
nature.13–17 In the equivalent circuit picture, this is typically
represented by a parallel resistance 关Fig. 1共b兲兴. This simplified model allows us to write the output current I in terms of
output voltage V as follows:
I = I ph − Idark = I ph − 关Ish + Id兴

= I ph −

冋

I dark

共

q共V−IRs兲
V − IRs
+ I0 e nkBT − 1
Rsh
Ish

兲

册

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Schematics showing the ideal device structures and
layer thicknesses of the three solar cell technologies considered here: 共a兲
a-Si:H p-i-n solar cell, 共b兲 P3HT:PCBM OPV, and 共c兲 CIGS solar cell.

.

共1兲

Id

Here I ph is the photocurrent, Idark is the net dark current, Rs is
the series resistance, I0 is the reverse saturation current density, n is the diode ideality factor, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
and T is temperature. In this equivalent circuit picture, the
shunt current 共Ish, through the parallel resistance Rsh兲 and the
exponential diode current 共Id兲 account for the net dark current 共Idark兲 However, this picture has been shown to be incomplete since shunt leakage currents are known to exhibit a
nonlinear dependence on the applied voltage.8,9,13,18,19 Some
equivalent circuits incorporating a parasitic weak diode have
also been proposed to account for these nonlinear
shunts.19–21 However, these macroscopic, circuit level models cannot account for the microscopic nature of shunt paths.
The physical origin of shunt conduction paths have also
been explored in the literature. For a-Si:H p-i-n solar cells,
this shunt leakage has been attributed to lateral drift
currents14 and nonuniformities distributed across the
surface.22 The role of microscopic pinholes that might form
in the active layer during film deposition has also been
explored.13 Experimental work showing the involvement of
Al diffusion into the n layers has also been reported.23 In the
case of CIGS cells, one also finds disparate explanations in
the literature for this shunt leakage phenomenon, including
excess Cu content leading to conduction at grain boundaries
or nanoscale phase segregation,7 and pinholes requiring the
use of a i-ZnO buffer layer.24
It is apparent from the discussion above that while the
shunt leakage problem has been observed in all thin film PV
technologies, it has been only discussed in isolated contexts.
Therefore, there is a lack of coherent understanding of this
phenomenon within a common theoretical framework. The
analysis of shunt leakage phenomena is hampered, in part,
because most models of the dark current typically focus on
the forward bias current at one temperature only.12,14,20,25 A
detailed characterization of the shunt current, considering the
entire voltage range at different temperatures, is usually not
performed. Moreover, the picture of shunt leakage has been
fragmented because the nature of shunt current has been assumed to be unique for solar cell technologies. In this article
we will be addressing these issues to establish the universal
features of shunt leakage current.

We begin by briefly describing the cell fabrication methods in Sec. II A, followed by a description of the simulation
tools and methods in Sec. II B. In Sec. III, we present a
thorough dark IV characterization of the three solar cell
types 共a-Si:H, OPV, and CIGS兲, over ⬃100 K temperature
range. We find that regardless of thin-film solar cell type, the
electrical characteristics of the shunt leakage are universal.
Next, in Sec. IV we provide a simple subtraction scheme to
remove the shunt component from measured forward current, and discuss the implication for parameter extraction. In
Sec. V A, we propose a phenomenological space charge limited 共SCL兲 current model to explain the universal shunt characteristics. In Sec. V B, discuss experimental results from
literature and develop a model for the physical origin of
shunt paths for all three thin film cell types. We test these
hypotheses in Sec. V C using detailed simulations, and show
that the SCL model accounts for all features of shunt current.
Section VI concludes the article with a discussion of the
implications of this new understanding of shunt leakage in
thin film solar cells.

II. METHODS
A. Cell fabrication

The a-Si:H p-i-n solar cells were prepared via plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition on fluorinated tin oxide
coated glass. The layer structure of the cell 关Fig. 2共a兲兴 has
SnO2 : F 共FTO兲 as the p contact and ZnO:Al 共AZO兲 as the n
contact. The thicknesses of the p, i, and n a-Si:H layers were
10 nm, 250 nm, and 20 nm, respectively. The cell area is
0.5 cm2. The BHJ OPV cells were prepared via spin-casting
poly共3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene兲
poly共styrenesulfonate兲
共PEDOT:PSS兲 onto a tin-doped indium oxide 共ITO兲 substrate. Subsequently, a dicholorobenzene 共DCB兲 solution of
poly共3-hexylthiophene兲 共P3HT兲 and the fullerene derivative
关6,6兴-phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl ester 共PCBM兲 was deposited via spin-casting, followed by annealing and then
thermal evaporation of LiF and Al cathode layers. A schematic of the materials and layer thicknesses is shown in Fig.
2共b兲. The cell area is 0.06 cm2. The details of the fabrication
process for BHJ OPV cells have been previously reported.26
The CIGS cells were fabricated by selenization of
Cu共In, Ga兲S2 nanocrystals with Mo as the back contact and
CdS/ZnO buffer layers on the top, producing the structure
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Experimental dark IV characteristics of two samples each 共squares and circles兲 of the three solar cell technologies. Note the similar
features, showing an exponential forward current at high forward biases 关V ⬎ ⬃ 0.4– 0.5 V denoted region 共II兲兴, and the shunt leakage component at low
forward and reverse biases 关V ⬍ ⬃ 0.4– 0.5 V denoted region 共I兲兴. The insets show the reverse current 共in microampere兲 of the two samples, on a linear scale,
revealing the nonlinear voltage dependence of the shunt leakage.

shown in Fig. 2共c兲. The cell area is 0.51 cm2. The details of
the fabrication methods for these cells have been previously
reported.27
B. Simulations

Ideal solar cell structures are based on a junction formed
by two materials with different work functions, band gaps,
and/or doping levels, much like a conventional p-n junction
diode. A modeling and simulation approach similar to that
used for modeling p-n diodes has, therefore, been applied for
simulating the exponential diode current 共Id兲 in all three PV
technologies considered.17,28–32 We apply self-consistent numerical solutions of Poisson and continuity equations for
simulating the ideal solar cell structures 共i.e., without the
parasitic shunt current兲 of the three thin-film cell types. All
simulations were performed using Taurus Medici™ TCAD
software. Detailed materials parameters including banddiscontinuity, band-tail states, defect levels, capture crosssections, mobilities, and their temperature activations, for
a-Si:H,33 CIGS,31 and OPV materials17 were taken from literature. We then used the same materials parameters for
simulating the shunt current 共Ish兲 separately, using the model
developed in this paper.
III. MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

We begin by comparing the qualitative features of the
room temperature dark current 共Idark兲 for the three cell types.
Figure 3 shows the room temperature dark characteristics of
two nominally identical samples 共squares and circles兲 of each
PV technology. Note that for all three figures, we can identify two distinct regions in the IV curves. The region marked
共II兲 is the high forward bias part 共typically V ⬎ ⬃ 0.4– 0.5兲,
where the two IV curves 共squares and circles兲 overlap for all
cell types. This current in region 共II兲 exhibits exponential
diode characteristics 共Id ⬀ eqV/nkBT兲. This diode current is attributed to the activated carrier transport across a built-in
potential barrier. The exact nature and magnitude of this ex-

ponential diode current is dependent upon the structural and
materials properties of the solar cell. Significant simulation
and modeling efforts have been devoted to understanding the
nature of transport phenomena of this diode current 共Id兲 in
these different PV technologies.31,34,35 In an equivalent circuit picture 关Fig. 1共b兲兴, these effects are typically captured in
the saturation current I0 and ideality factor n 关Eq. 共1兲兴. Also,
the current roll-off at high biases is determined by a series
resistance Rs based on Eq. 共1兲.
At lower voltages 关typically V ⬍ ⬃ 0.4– 0.5, region 共I兲 in
Fig. 3兴, on the other hand, the current values are very different for these nominally identical devices over all three cell
types 共compare squares and circles in Fig. 3兲. Additionally, in
this region the current is much greater than what is expected
from the ideal, activated diode solar cell model 共dashed line
in Fig. 3兲. This excess current at low biases is called the
shunt leakage current 共Ish兲. The variability in shunt current
共Fig. 3兲 for nominally identical samples is typical for thinfilm solar cells. The shunt current exhibits a different temperature dependence compared to the diode current component 共Id兲 for each of the three cell types. As shown in Fig. 4,
the shunt current 关V ⬍ ⬃ 0.4 range, labeled region 共I兲 in Fig.
4兴 increases by a relatively small factor 共⬃5x兲 over a large
temperature range 共⬃100 K兲. In contrast, the exponential
diode current in high forward bias regime 关V ⬎ ⬃ 0.4– 0.5,
labeled region 共II兲 in Fig. 4兴, increases significantly by
⬃300– 500x over the same temperature range. The exponential temperature dependence of the diode current 共Id兲 is consistent with the junction dominated active transport mechanism in an ideal solar cell structure, and its activation energy
is determined by the transport phenomena and materials
properties of the cell type.
It is common practice to use a constant shunt resistance
共Rsh兲 according to Eq. 共1兲 to fit the shunt current part 关Fig.
1共b兲兴. While this usually provides a satisfactory looking fit in
the forward bias regime, the approach has several problems.
First, there is a large fluctuation in shunt current magnitude
from device to device; this typically means that a different
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fit the forward characteristics must be able to simultaneously
model the reverse current. A closer look at the reverse current, however, reveals that it has distinctly nonlinear voltage
dependence 关see inset Fig. 3 showing the reverse currents 共in
microampere兲 of the same two cells on linear scale兴. In fact,
we find that the reverse current has power law voltage dependence 共Ish ⬀ 兩V兩␤兲 with power exponent ␤ = ⬃ 1.5– 2.5 for
all three cell types. This means that an Ohmic shunt is inadequate assumption to account for the reverse current behavior. The origin of this non-Ohmic shunt is discussed in Sec.
VI. However, the foregoing discussion of the key electrical
features of Ish 共in particular voltage symmetry兲 provides useful insights for device characterization, as discussed below.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Technological implications

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Temperature dependent dark IV characteristics of the
three PV technologies over about a 100 ° C range, showing the distinct
temperature dependence of current in regions 共I兲 and 共II兲 corresponding to
shunt and diode dominated regions, respectively.

Rsh value must be used for each data set. The other parameters in Eq. 共1兲 共I0, n, and Rs兲, on the other hand, typically
have consistent values for a given cell type. Furthermore,
unlike Rsh, the parameters I0, n, and Rs have clear physical
interpretations based on materials and device properties, and
these can be reproduced quite well using device level simulations. The fitted shunt resistance value, however, often varies by 2–3 orders of magnitude for cells of the same type,
even when they are fabricated under nominally identical
conditions.8 Additionally, the temperature dependence of the
diode current 共Id兲 behavior is consistent with the theoretical
predictions using self-consistent simulations. On the other
hand, to account for the temperature dependence of the shunt
current, an additional fitting parameter in the form of shunt
resistance temperature coefficient is needed. Therefore, this
traditional shunt resistance value has no correlation with the
materials properties or the solar cell structure of the thin-film
solar cells discussed here, and a new model is clearly needed
to account for the observed shunt current behavior.
Most significantly, note that the shunt current is symmetric around V = 0 关兩Ish共V0兲兩 ⬇ 兩Ish共−V0兲兩 in Fig. 3, region 共I兲兴 for
all three cell types. This means that any shunt resistor used to

A clear and consistent understanding of the shunt current
mechanism is important for identifying its source and removing or reducing it. This will be important for controlling
production variability, module efficiency, and yield improvement. Additionally, at the single cell level, the identification
and modeling of the shunt current has important consequences for parameter extraction and device and materials
characterization. For example, failure to account for this
nonlinear shunt current can lead to incorrect parameter extraction from dark current data. This may result in extracted
ideality factors that are larger than the actual values, often
larger than 2 共which cannot be accounted for by classical
diode models兲. Another issue arises with the studies of parametric degradation 共e.g., light-induced degradation in a-Si:H
cells兲. In some of these studies, the change in dark current is
monitored to assess the degradation phenomenon. A failure
to isolate the actual device current by removing the shunt
contribution can lead to incorrect parameter extraction. We
now show that based on the analysis presented earlier, one
can use a simple subtraction scheme to remove the shunt
leakage current 共Ish兲 from measured forward dark current
共Idark,f 兲.
B. “Cleaning” the forward current

Figure 5 shows the absolute value IV plots 共i.e., 兩I兩 vs
兩V兩兲 for two samples of each cell type 共squares and circles兲
where the forward and reverse currents overlap for 兩V兩 ⬍
⬃ 0.4– 0.5 V. This result is expected, owing to the symmetry of the shunt current about V = 0. We can utilize this symmetry, by removing the shunt component of the forward current. We have seen that the measured forward current 共Idark,f 兲
is a sum of the exponential ideal diode current component
共Id,f 兲 and the shunt leakage current 关Ish,f ; Eq. 共1兲兴. In order to
determine the actual exponential diode current it is necessary
to subtract out the shunt current, i.e., Id,f = Idark,f − Ish,f . Now,
we can use the symmetry of the shunt current 共 兩Ish,f 兩 = 兩Ish,r兩兲
to determine the exponential diode forward current by simply subtracting the absolute value of the reverse current from
the forward current 共Id,f = Idark,f − 兩Ish,r兩兲. As shown in Fig. 5,
the ‘cleaned’ forward current thus obtained 共pluses and
crosses兲, follows the expected exponential diode current
共dashed lines兲. This cleaned forward current is consistent
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Experimental dark current plotted in absolute value terms; i.e., 兩I兩 vs 兩V兩, for two samples 共shown as squares and circles兲 each from the
three PV technologies discussed, highlighting the voltage symmetry in the shut current 共Ish兲 dominated regime. The “cleaned” current 共pluses and crosses兲 is
much closer to the diode model 共dashed line兲.

with the simulations of the idealized solar cell structure and
follows the exponential current relation 共Id ⬀ eqV/nkBT兲. The
noise at the lower current values in this cleaned IV reflects
the limitations of the measurement instruments.
This simple subtraction scheme further reinforces the
idea that these variable leakage currents are indeed parasitic;
and to determine the actual dark characteristics of the solar
cell, we must remove the shunt component. Furthermore, this
provides a useful tool for cleaning the dark current data,
thereby ensuring that the characterization of materials properties through dark IV is not contaminated by parasitic shunt
currents. This dispenses with the need to assume an arbitrary
shunt resistor for fitting the data, which is an incorrect assumption and potentially introduces errors in extracting other
parameter values 共I0, n, and Rs兲.
V. MODELING
A. SCL current model for Ish

The above discussion identifies the problems of assuming an arbitrary shunt resistance to account for the shunt
current in three distinct PV technologies. The intriguing aspect is that even though the shunt current is not resistive, its
qualitative features are remarkably similar for all three cell
types. This similarity in electrical characteristics, across
these very different PV technologies, suggests a possible universal conduction mechanism for shunt current. Such a
model will not only provide a consistent explanation of the
phenomenon, but also would be able to correlate the shunt
conduction to basic materials properties.
In general, any universal model of the shunt leakage
must be able to explain all the electrical features of Ish simultaneously for all three cell types. More specifically, the
model must account for the weak voltage dependence and
weak temperature dependence of the shunt current. A review
of the common conduction mechanisms in junction devices
shows that almost all of them either have exponential voltage
dependence 共e.g., Fowler–Nordheim tunneling, thermionic
emission兲, exponential temperature dependence 共e.g., Poole–
Frenkel effect兲, or both 共e.g., minority carrier injection兲.36
Additionally, all these carrier injection and/or tunneling
dominated transport mechanisms have rectifying characteristics and cannot account for the symmetry observed for the

shunt leakage. The most likely candidate, which might capture both the temperature and voltage dependence features, is
a SCL current, as discussed below.
In general, SCL current 共ISCL兲 is not expected in asymmetric structures of solar cells with built-in potentials. It is
typically observed in semiconductors with symmetric contacts that inject only one carrier 共e.g., a p-i-p or n-i-n structure, or MIM structure with 1 = 2兲 and where the fixed
charges inside the semiconductor are negligible compared to
the injected charge 共e.g., intrinsic semiconductors兲, as shown
in the schematic in Fig. 6.37 Under these conditions, the
space charge density inside the semiconductor is determined
by the injected carriers, resulting in symmetric, power law
voltage dependence. For example, in the idealized structure
shown in Fig. 6, the work functions of the two contacts ensure that only holes can flow in and out easily, and the barrier
for electrons is very high. Thus, the entire current is due to
hole flux. Assuming an ideal trap-free semiconductor, we can
derive the expression for SCL current analytically for the
metal-semiconductor-metal 共MSM兲 structure shown in Fig.
6, yielding the following expression for SCL current 共ISCL兲:
ISCL = sgn共V兲A

9c 2
兩V兩 ,
8L3

共2兲

where A is device area and “sgn” is the sign function, L is the
length of semiconductor region,  is the dielectric constant of
the semiconductor, and c is the effective mobility of the
injected carrier 共holes in the case of schematic shown in Fig.

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Schematic and band diagram of a MSM structure,
showing SCL transport. Both metal work functions 共1 ⬇ 2兲 ensure that
holes are injected preferentially into the semiconductor.
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6兲. This equation, describing the SCL current in an ideal,
trap-free semiconductor is known as the Mott–Gurney law.38
Although this equation describes an ideal trap-free semiconductor, a close examination of Eq. 共2兲 clearly highlights the
key features of the SCL conduction mechanism. In addition
to the symmetry of the current about V = 0, we can see the
power law voltage dependence 共Ish ⬀ 兩V兩␤兲. Also, note that the
only temperature-dependent term in Eq. 共2兲 is the mobility
共c兲, which is typically a weak function of temperature.36
This demonstrates that at least qualitatively, the SCL current
mechanism can capture all three electrical characteristics of
shunt leakage current 共Ish兲 discussed earlier.
The correspondence between shunt current and SCL can
be made more precise. In materials with significant trap densities inside the band gap, the SCL current expression has
been generalized as:39,40
ISCL = sgn共V兲qAc共␥兲

兩V兩␥+1
,
L2␥+1

共3兲

where c is the effective carrier mobility as a function of the
parameter ␥, which in turn depends on the exact nature of
trap distribution inside the band gap. Notice that the equation
retains its general power law form, and the qualitative features of voltage and temperature dependence remain the
same. Depending on the trap distributions and/or contributions from interface trap states, we might have different values for parameter ␥, resulting in different power exponents ␤
for different cells 共note ␤ = ␥ + 1 ⬎ 1兲.
The parameter ␥ is sensitive to the trap distribution inside the semiconductor band gap. Due to this, SCL current is
often used to characterize the material properties in semiconductors. In a-Si:H for example, SCL current through n+-i-n+
diodes has been used to study the trap distributions.41,42 For
organic polymers as well, recent studies have explored trap
dominated SCL current through symmetric structures.43,44
SCL current has also been observed in CIGS solar cells,45
and it was suggested as a possible mechanism for the reverse
current.46 However, in Ref. 46 the authors assume this SCL
reverse current to be an intrinsic bulk device feature and fail
to identify the parasitic nature of this current component.
B. Physical origin

In the previous section, we have seen that a phenomenological SCL current can account for all qualitative features of
shunt conduction in the three cell types evaluated here. Beyond the similar electrical characteristics of shunt currents,
the statistical and spatial distribution of shunts also exhibits
certain common features. In the literature there is considerable evidence from thermography47,48 and luminescence49
experiments demonstrating the localized nature of dark current conduction. Moreover, this localized conduction has also
been correlated with the random shunt currents in the solar
cell.49 These localized shunts arise primarily because in these
cells, thin films of material 共⬃100 nm兲 must be deposited
over large areas 共⬃cm2兲 using low temperature processes.
This means that any small variation in substrate surface, dust
particles, or any other small localized materials property
fluctuation can create possible shunt paths at those locations.

FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Schematics showing the possible localized shunt
structures in 共a兲 a-Si:H cells, 共b兲 OPV cells, and 共c兲 CIGS cells. The dashed
lines show the SCL shunt leakage current 共Ish兲 through these structures,
which are in parallel to the ideal exponential diode current Id 共solid lines兲.

Despite these similarities in electrical characteristics, the exact nature of shunt path responsible for an SCL current is
expected to be quite different in each PV technology, depending on the cell structure and the materials used. Below
we propose mechanisms based on the characterization presented earlier and evidence from the literature, focusing on
each PV technology separately.
For a-Si:H p-i-n solar cells, the p and n layers are only
⬃10 nm thick each. This means that substrate roughness,
local doping inhomogeneities, or metal/contact material diffusion into a-Si:H can create a structure which might result
in a SCL shunt 关see the schematic in Fig. 7共a兲兴. The most
likely way such a shunt path can form, is through a localized
Al incursion into the n layer from the top AZO contact. Al is
known to diffuse into a-Si:H matrix at high temperatures,
which can eventually destroy the n-i junction in p-i-n solar
cells.50 This Al can counter-dope a-Si:H as p-type51 and induce crystallization.52 We propose that during deposition of
the AZO layer, local variations in deposition conditions such
as temperature, microvoids in a-Si:H, etc. can cause Al incursions. This could result in the counter-doping, resulting in
formation of localized symmetric a p-i-p structures instead of
the ideal p-i-n. Evidence from a-Si:H-based resistive switching memories also supports this Al incursion hypothesis.53,54
This evidence is especially useful in understanding the phenomenon of shunt busting/curing observed in a-Si:H cells.8
Shunt busting involves applying a reverse bias to the cell for
a certain period of time which results in the shunt current
switching to a lower value. There is no clear explanation in
the literature for this behavior, however, the shunt picture
proposed here, involving metal incursion inside a-Si:H, can
explain this observation. It is very likely that during shunt
busting, the metal diffuses out of the a-Si:H layer resulting in
disruption of the SCL current path 共similar to a reset transition in a resistive memory兲.
In case of OPVs, the solar cell structure is quite complex
because the junction is formed by the interpenetrating
P3HT:PCBM BHJ matrix. However, shunts can also develop
in these systems if the contact materials form complexes at
localized points or nonuniformity in interfacial layers is
present 关see schematic in Fig. 7共b兲兴. These conditions can
result in local variations in contact work functions, resulting
in single carrier injection, which will cause a SCL current to
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FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Schematics showing the top view of a solar cell surface with localized shunts. A cylinder is drawn around the shunt region 共shown
for an a-Si:H p-i-n solar cell兲 with the shunt formed due to Al incursion. A 2D simulation structure 共formed by taking a vertical cut兲, simulated using
cylindrical coordinates, with the p-i-p region in the middle forming the shunt. 共b兲 The dark IV obtained from the 2D simulation of the structure in part 共a兲,
reproduces the features of shunt conduction. The quiver 共current density兲 and contour plots 共potential兲, corresponding to the shunt dominated regime 关green
vertical line denoted by 共i兲兴, and the diode dominated regime 共blue vertical line denoted by 共ii兲兲, showing the localization of dark current at low biases,
resulting in a shunt-dominated region. 共c兲 Simplified 1D schematics of the shunt and the idealized solar cells, used for simulating the shunt and device IV
separately.

flow. Resistive switching memories similar to a-Si:H have
been demonstrated using Al and organic materials such as
PEDOT:PSS 共Ref. 55兲 or Cu:TCNQ.56 Interestingly, in their
OFF state, these memories exhibit a symmetric non-Ohmic
current similar to the shunt in OPV cells. Note that PEDOT:PSS is commonly used as an interfacial layer in organic BHJ
solar cells,26 and we suspect it, as well as substrate defects,
may be involved in the formation of shunt paths.
Finally, in CIGS cells the situation is slightly different
since they are not as thin as a-Si:H or OPV cells 共CIGS layer
thicknesses ⬃1.5– 2.0 m兲. However, the buffer and
window layers in these cells 共ZnO/CdS兲 are very thin
共⬃25– 50 nm兲. This means that a diffusion of contact metal
through ZnO/CdS is possible at localized places, or due to
presence of pinholes in these thin layers the usual built-in
potential might be missing in certain localized regions 关see
schematic in Fig. 7共c兲兴. This localized parasitic structure
could result in a SCL current. However, unlike the a-Si:H
and OPV cases, where the semiconductor layer is intrinsic,
the CIGS layer is doped p-type. This would typically not
result in a SCL current. However, due to nonuniformity of
electronic properties in CIGS layer 共e.g., presence of crystal
nanodomains,57 percolating dislocations or grain boundaries7
etc.兲, certain regions may behave as intrinsic material, which
can result in SCL shunt current.
Although further experimental work is needed to ascertain the exact nature of the localized shunt path formation in
these technologies, we show that the indirect experimental

evidence discussed above allows us to reproduce the electrical characteristics of shunt conduction in all three solar cell
types using simulation. Based on the above discussion, we
can make the modeling assumption that shunts arise at certain locations where both contacts can inject only one of the
carriers 共electrons or holes兲 into the intrinsic layer, instead of
the ideal diode like conduction. We show that under these
assumptions, we can simulate the shunt and ideal device
structures separately, and these simulations can reproduce the
observed characteristics in a coherent manner.
C. Simulations

We have seen above that the qualitative features of the
shunt current 共Ish兲 are best described by a SCL current
model. Furthermore, from the previous discussion, we can
explore the proposed shunt paths using self-consistent numerical simulations. As apparent from the earlier discussion,
the shunt paths are localized structures distributed randomly
across the solar cell surface 关Fig. 8共a兲兴. We can consider a
cylindrical region around one of them in order to simulate
the effects of these local shunts. For this we simulate a vertical cut of such a cylindrical region and simulate the twodimensional 共2D兲 structure in cylindrical coordinates 关shown
in Fig. 8共a兲 for a p-i-n solar cell with middle region forming
a p-i-p shunt due to Al incursion兴. Figure 8共b兲 shows the dark
IV response obtained from this 2D simulation. We see that
this simulation readily reproduces the qualitative features of
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the dark current over the entire voltage range. This IV curve
can be understood by examining the quiver plots in Fig. 8共b兲.
At lower biases 关vertical dotted line marked 共i兲 in Fig. 8共b兲兴,
the current is dominated by holes flowing through the p-i-p
shunt region since the barrier for holes is very small there
关see contours in Fig. 8共b兲共i兲兴. At higher biases 关vertical dotted line marked 共ii兲 in Fig. 8共b兲共i兲兴 the diode current through
the bulk p-i-n region dominates, and the current flow is essentially uniform. This 2D simulation shows that the effect
of a parasitic shunt is highly localized and does not affect the
potential profile 共hence the current兲 in other regions; this is
also apparent from the quiver plot in Fig. 8共b兲共ii兲. This approach allows us to simulate the shunt and device characteristics separately using a one-dimensional 共1D兲 idealized
structure and then to add them together 关i.e., Idark = JdAd
+ JshAsh, where Ad is the device 共diode兲 area and shunt area
Ash is used as a fitting parameter兴.
In the case of a-Si:H solar cells, we simulate the shunt
using a p-i-p a-Si:H structure in parallel with the ideal p-i-n
device. As shown in the first schematic in Fig. 8共c兲, we can
simulate these two structures separately. For simulating organic BHJ OPV cells, the complex interpenetrating structure
was simplified to the parallel combination of P3HT and
PCBM between two metal contacts. It has been shown that
this approximation yields satisfactory results for dark current
calculations.17 In these cells, the shunt may be formed by
either of the active materials, which create the percolating
path close to the area of local nonuniformity. We simulate
this shunt using a M-共P3HT兲-M structure 关second schematic
in Fig. 8共c兲兴. In CIGS cells, the shunt is assumed to be a
M-共intrinsic CIGS兲-M in parallel with the ideal CdS/CIGS
solar cell structure 关right schematic, Fig. 8共c兲兴. We postulate
that these local nonuniformities ensure a single carrier injection to the shunt structure, possibly due to a metal/
semiconductor complex formation or localized high electric
fields. For simulation purposes, we ensure this single carrier
injection by keeping the metal work functions in the
M/CIGS/M and M/P3HT/M structure close to the valence
band.
Figure 9 demonstrates the results of this full simulation
for the shunt structures described above 共dashed lines兲 and
the ideal devices 共solid lines兲 at three different temperatures.
For all three technologies, the sum of these simulated currents is able to match the dark IV at all temperatures. It is
important to note that for simulating the ideal solar cell
structures the only fitting parameters used were the midgap
trap density, contact series resistance, and temperature dependence of the mobilities. The values of these parameters
were also within the range reported in literature.31,33,35 No
additional materials parameters were used in simulating the
corresponding shunt structures, for any of the three PV technologies. The net shunt area needed for matching the data
was about ⬃10−4 to ⬃10−6 cm2, which points toward micrometer size nonuniformities on the surface leading to shunt
formation. These simulations demonstrate that this model of
parasitic SCL shunt current can account for all the characteristic features of the dark IV response, over the entire voltage
and temperature range. More importantly, this simulation is
able to extract the shunt behavior directly from the materials

FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 Simulations of the 1D ideal solar cell structures 共solid
lines兲 at three different temperatures along with the corresponding shunt
structures 共dashed lines兲, showing good agreement with experiment for all
PV technologies 共symbols兲. The combination of these two current components explains the entire dark IV response at the indicated temperatures.

parameters of the respective PV technologies. The only assumption involved is of single carrier injection at the local
shunt paths. The net shunt area required for fitting the data is
also within physical limits and expectations. Thus, these
simulations, while necessarily simplified and based on circumstantial evidence, lend quantitative support to the qualitative picture of SCL shunt conduction from Eq. 共3兲. Further
experimental studies are needed to ascertain the nature of
nonuniformities which lead to single carrier injection at these
shunts.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have used three significantly different thin-film solar
cell technologies to show that the shunt leakage component
of the dark current is characterized by universal electrical
features. Our measurements on a-Si:H p-i-n cells, organic
BHJ photovoltaics, and CIGS solar cells establish the common features of the variable shunt leakage current as voltage
symmetry, power law voltage dependence, and weak temperature dependence. We used self-consistent simulations as
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well as analytical arguments to show that these features of
the leakage current can be understood by a SCL current
through microscopic metal-共intrinsic兲 semiconductor-metal
parasitic structures. This model not only explains all observations regarding the leakage current, but is also consistent
with a large body of experimental evidence in literature. This
SCL current approach of analyzing shunt leakage allows one
to bring together the available experimental results and
would provide useful guidance for further studies in this
area. Finally, we showed how the insights obtained from this
characterization lead to a simple subtraction scheme for
eliminating the shunt current from measured forward IV.
This highlights the importance of removing the shunt current
before any reliable characterization or parameter extraction
can be done from the measured dark current.
In this work we have presented a generic phenomenological model for analyzing shunt conduction in thin film
cells. While the details of shunt formation need to be ascertained through further experimentation, we believe that this
work can provide a coherent conceptual framework for understanding such parasitic conduction in solar cells. For example, we would like to note that this phenomenon of nonOhmic shunt leakage current is not limited to thin-film solar
cells, but has also been observed for a variety of solar cells
including crystalline silicon.18 Based on the apparent similarity of this behavior for all these cells, we believe that the
proposed model of SCL current could, in principle, be extended to all solar cells in general. Given the general structure of solar cells and their relatively large areas, the possibility of formation of a parasitic shunt path is quite high.
All solar cells involve a combination of thin emitter layer/s
共⬃10– 100 nm兲 and relatively thick absorber layer
共⬃1 – 100 m兲, that must be deposited over a large area
共approximately square centimeter兲. This means that a nonuniformity during fabrication 共due to residues, surface patterning, etc.兲, can lead to the metals/ITO coming in direct
contact with the absorber layer to form a parasitic MSM
structure, resulting in a SCL current.
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